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Andrei Lisita: Getting closer [4]

Since my last blog post I have been on a short vacation but I have also managed to make some
progress on my GSoC project again with guidance from my mentor.
[...]
Every savestate also has a creation date which is displayed in the menu, but that?s certainly
not as eye-catching as the screenshots.
There are still many missing features and things that need improving (such as the date
formatting) but with every commit I feel that I am getting closer to the finished project.

KDE Plasma5 for Slackware, introducing Qt 5.13 in the July?19 update [5]

Now that all major components of the KDE software stack have fresh new releases, I bundled
them for Slackware-current and voila: KDE-5_19.07.
I have uploaded KDE-5_19.07 to my ?ktown? repository. As always, these packages are
meant to be installed on a full installation of Slackware-current which has had its KDE4

removed first. These packages will not work on Slackware 14.2.

The new userbase wiki [6]

When you find a kool feature in KDE software, you can write a small tutorial or just a small
paragraph about it and the KDE Userbase Wiki is the right place to publish it. You don?t need
to know how to code, have perfect English or know how MediaWiki?s formatting work, to
contribute. We also need translators.
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